Муниципальная олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2019
для учащихся 9-11 классов
9-11 FORM

Карточка участника

Student 1

Task 1

(Monologue; Time: 1,5 – 2 minutes)
Look at the three photographs. They show people speaking in public. Compare two of the photographs and say what the people might be talking about, and what the situation might be. Give 2–3 reasons for your opinion. You have 2 minutes to get ready for the answer.
### Task 2

(Dialogue; Time: 3 – 5 minutes)

Imagine that you and your partner have to make a report on the subject “Issues young people care about”.

**Discuss** with your partner how much young people care about the issues of today. The issues might be politics / fashion / careers / friendships (relationships) / world problems (poverty, etc.).

**Give arguments and examples** in support of your opinion.
You **may or may not come to an agreement** with your partner.
**Remember** it is a discussion and not a monologue.
You have **4 minutes** to get ready for the activity.

Your answers will be recorded.
Task 1
(Monologue; Time: 1.5 – 2 minutes)

Look at the three photographs. They show people running. Compare two of the photographs and say why the people might be running, and what kind of lives they may have. Give 2–3 reasons for your opinion.
You have 2 minutes to get ready for the answer.
Task 2

(Dialogue; Time: 3 – 5 minutes)

Imagine that you and your partner have to make a report on the subject “Issues young people care about”.

Discuss with your partner how much young people care about the issues of today. The issues might be politics / fashion / careers / friendships (relationships) / world problems (poverty, etc.).

Give arguments and examples in support of your opinion.
You may or may not come to an agreement with your partner.
Remember it is a discussion and not a monologue.
You have 4 minutes to get ready for the activity.

Your answers will be recorded.